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Fall Soaring Festival at CVRC Several of
the SWSA membership just completed the
annual trip to the Fall Soaring Festival
hosted by the Central Valley Radio Control
club in Visalia. This was the 41st annual
event which has been held the first
weekend in each October. This year the
weather was around 95 degrees for both
days. Lift conditions were mild to moderate.
In years past the thermals have been real
hat suckers! Here is a few of the action
shots taken of our members during this
year’s event. Final scores are posted at the
end of this newsletter.

October is time for Fall Soaring
We held the October club contest in a nice
fall temperature range for all who could
make it. This month I was the CD for the
event. We had a 5, 8, and 8 minute flight
time with short tapes. Dan landed for his
first round and noticed I had two types of
landing point tapes out there. We had to
make a change to fix that so Eber would not
go crazy. Good catch Dan!
Henry also took home the annual Pumpkin
for his Daughter with his RES winning
score.

Dan Borer and his 4.0 Meter Xplorer
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Dan Borer flying and Edgar timing
Tony Brooks with Andy Thonet timing

Tony in for a 15 point score.
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The Colonel just after his launch. At 96 years of
age, still a strong competitor.

Andy Thonet concentrating on final

Andy in for 25.
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Check it out!
Harvey has a new Club 2 meter off the
board! The guys are still tuning the structure
to make it a strong and light bird.

Start by tacking the stabilizer to the board in
some spot with hot glue (it is very useful
when you need extra hands).

Sand the taper from the root to the tip

Building Tips
We all have had our building projects that
require airfoil shaped tail surfaces. These
simple techniques will help you get the
results you need to have for best
performance.
Mark the flying surface with pencil or ink to
draw airfoil reference lines you want to
obtain.
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Sand freehand to get the right profile for the
airfoil you want

Checking with a square ruler chord wise

Check span wise for the taper to the tip

The final result. If you put a minimum of
attention during the sanding process the two
halves are identical.

From the side examine the surface as you
sand to shape
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More LDS / IDS Pictures

Have you ever heard of LDS or IDS?
Linear Drive Systems (LDS) or Integrated
Drive Systems (IDS) are starting to gain
popularity with sailplanes. With proper
attention to geometry assuming the servo
has enough angular rotation to meet the
needs of your surface. These would be a
natural replacement for the servo arms
installed for ailerons in skinny wings.

Assembled servo with LDS / IDS is clean. It
also provides a very low profile installation
for thin wings.

There are several versions. Soaring USA
would be the first place to start if you feel
this might be a good solution for your next
project. This set of pictures to gives you the
general idea of the parts used for this clean
linkage. A steel pin secures the control rod
to the pivot arm which is mounted to the
servo spline.
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Thermals are as varied as trees in a forest.
No two are exactly alike. When surface
heating is intense and continuous; a thermal
once it starts to develop continues for a
prolonged period in a steady column.
Sometimes called the “chimney thermal. ”
This type seems to be most prevalent. In
the chimney thermal lift is available at any
altitude. Below a climbing sailplane or
soaring birds are seen within it.

Thermal Reminders
Ever wonder why should you enter against
the direction of rotation? The picture below
shows a horizontal cross section of a
clockwise rotating dust devil and ways of
entering it. If you enter with the direction of
rotation as on the left, the wind speed is
added to your airspeed giving you a fast
circling speed probably too great to remain
in the thermal. Against the rotation as on the
right, wind speed is subtracted from
airspeed giving you a slow circling speed. If
this is a fast moving thermal in the summer
your sailplane could feel uncontrollable. In
the winter time you might find the wing is
traveling faster in a slow weak thermal
which allows you to climb out and have
more control.
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Another area that we can all benefit from is
the way our flight path is used to cover lots
of ground to locate a thermal or greatly
enhance our chances of finding one.

When heating is slow or intermittent, a
“bubble” may be pinched off and forced
upward. A sailplane or birds may be
climbing in a bubble, but an aircraft
attempting to enter the thermal at a lower
altitude may find no lift. A soaring pilot will
be disappointed when he seeks lift beneath
birds or sailplanes soaring in this type
thermal. This is a hard to accept when your
glider sinks as your competition looks down
below on your sailplane.

In this example the pilot launches up wind
and covers the same area multiple times.
His flight path overlaps too many times. It is
as if the pilot is wishing for a better outcome
each time they cover the same area. If you
don’t see it the first time chances are it will
not be there the second time!

Flight Pattern
Wind
Direction

Thermal

Launch

A better way to increase your chances is to
fly a wide pattern that allows you to cover
more area. Chances are better you will see
some type of air current interaction with
your sailplane which will lead you to fly in a
direction finding the thermal. You can set up
the flight path in your mind while you watch
others fly in areas prior to launching. If they
fly in an area that has yet to show a thermal
try not to cover that section. It is a waste
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December is near. Keep your
eyes open for the year end
banquet announcement.

valuable time which will not help increase
your chances of finding thermal.
Flight Pattern

Wind
Direction

Thermal

No date is set – it was
discussed at the last club
meeting. Stay tuned!
Launch

Missing a tip?
One of the most important things to do once
you find a thermal is to follow it down wind.
Many times a pilot circles in the same area
he found the thermal in only to miss their
target time as the thermal blows down wind.
Thermals move in the same direction and at
the same speed as the wind. Once you
locate one do not expect it to stand still.

Wind
Direction

Anyone know who the pilot was for this
Sailplane at the 2006 Fall Soar Festival one
year?
(Answer on page 10)

Thermal

Follow the drift
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Answer from the prior page
Me! I was in a thermal at about 1,500 feet
when a guy came out of nowhere and took
the right tip panel off. I fought the spiraling
descent to save the Pike Giant for another
day.

That is it for this month.
Thermals to all ~ Keith

Special feature

2014 Schedule
Sunday,
Nov 09, 2014

SWSA CLUB

Unknown

TBD
December 2014 SWSA Year End Party

For those of you who like to look at what
has taken place in the sport over the years
check out the MaxiSailer that Ken Willard
designed as his top notch thermal sailplane
back in the day. Airfoils have come and
gone yet the Eppler 387 was the prized
section in the 70’s and 80’s. Enjoy!

If you have any events let me know
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